
The current structure on how the table actions work is a bit of a problem right now. All the actions 
are parsed with a switch in the application manager class. The biggest problem is that when we have 
a lot of tables in the system. We need a lot of code in these switches. Most of the tables have also a 
different name, meaning that we need to define the selected ideas for each and every table that an 
application owns.

Following the rules of the object oriented structure, the table actions should be handled by the table 
class itself. The reason why this is currently not done is because a table action needs to define an 
application action before the run method is called. We have two possible solutions to put the table 
actions in the table itself:

Solution 1

Instead of catching the data from the postback in the manager, we catch it in the table. We check 
which action is selected and we redirect to the correct component. In many cases this will mean that  
we will have a postback, a redirect, an execution of an invisible action and again a redirect. Which 
could be a real problem for people with a smaller internet connection

Solution 2

In our second solution, the table is still responsible for handling the table actions. However this time 
the method for doing this will be a static method. We will make sure that the name of the table will  
be the same als the name of the class of the table but then with underscores. This means that we can 
build a generic function in the general application class which checks if there is a postback with 
table_name in it, and with help of the class name statically executes the method for handling the  
input. This method will set a few parameters and return true or false. The system can then continue 
to run like it runes now. Parse input before executing the method run in the application. But now the 
responsability will be with the tables.


